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V ART CENTER!
!
Established in 2010, V ART CENTER is located in the 
Shanghai M50 Innovation Park. As a non-profit space affiliated 
with SIVA , the center is presided over by Mr. Ding Yi, an 
acclaimed artist and associate dean of SIVA. Both of it's 
exhibition halls in Building No. 3 and No.6 are being operated 
in an open manner. "Horizon Center for the arts" core concepts 
are: occurrence and development of all types of artistic 
expression of ideas, formal language,  and to  provide a 
platform for experimentation and exchange.!
!
Founded by art collector Mr. Wang Bing in early 2014, New 
Century Art Foundation (NCAF) aims to study and promote 
Chinese contemporary art. It was officially registered with the 
Beijing Municipal Civil Affairs Bureau and the Beijing Municipal 
Bureau of Cultural Affairs as a non-profit foundation, and is one 
of a few foundations in China focusing on contemporary art.!
!
In addition to the existing art system, NCAF will do supportive 
and supplementary work for the development of the Chinese 
contemporary art. Through observation, research and working 
with good art institutions, NCAF will provide multiple platforms 
to promote the works of young artists.

V Art Centre will launch the solo exhibition of artist, Ying Miao 
— .GIF ISLAND"in space1.  As a Chinese internet artist, Ying 
Miao attempts to explore the possibilities of the medium, in order 
to focus on how the network is growing and changing our 
lives.Ying Miao is a new media artist who currently resides on 
The Internet, Chinese Internet (the GFW)and her smartphone.  In 
2007, she received her Bachelor of Fine Arts from the New Media 
Arts department from the China Academy of Fine Arts. In 2009, 
she received her MFA from the School of Art and Design at Alfred 
University, with a focus in Electronic Integrated Arts.!
!
She has been focusing on internet art with an emphasis on the 
Chinese internet since 2007, when she made The Blind 
Spot  ( words censored from google.cn), shown in the Western 
New York Biannual. Her works have a strong awareness of the 
ever-changing technology of our time, the relationship of body 
and machine and reality versus simulation. A pioneer, utilising 
experimental formats; such as GIF, APPs, Social Media and 
Second Life, the artist seeks to find an icon for the internet age.!
!
Ying Miao explores in a humorous way, the visual language born 
from the internet, and it's effect on how it changes us as we 
interact with it. She has shown her gifs, videos, digital prints, artist 
books and interactive installations in mainland China, Taiwan, 
Europe, the United States and in the virtual world of Second Life.!
!
The solo exhibition of artist Miao Ying — .GIF ISLAND   is 
Supported and  Co-organized by V Art Center & New Century Art 
Foundation”.  Special thanks to Mr. Zhang Peili.!
!
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V ART CENTER space1!

�ÈČȦŰĢ¼50ē3ēǂ210!

No.210, Building3, Mo Gan Shan RD, Shanghai!

www.vartcenter.com!

10.10—12.10

http://www.vartcenter.com
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Is it me you are looking for?!

HD single channel video 
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This video is made from a series gifs made from snapshots of censored 

websites (such as google.com, Facebook.com, youtube.com, twitter.com, 

etc.) and local Chinese internet poems ( such as” Holding a kitchen knife cut 

internet cable, a road with lightning sparks’), translated by Chinese-English, 

and Taobao (www.taobao.com) style 3D animated gif wording, along with 8 

bit internet landscapes.  The background music is "Hello" by Lionel Richie. In 

the music video, it shows a love story  between a blind girl and Lionel. In the 

end she made a sculpture  of him from her observation, quite like the 

romantic relationship that the artist is in with the Chinese internet.
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LAN Love Poem.gif is a series gifs made from snapshots of 
censored websites (such as google.com, Facebook.com, 
youtube.com, twitter.com, etc.) and local Chinese internet 
poems ( such as” Holding a kitchen knife cut internet cable, 
a road with lightning sparks’), translated by Chinese-English, 
and Taobao (www.taobao.com) style 3D animated gif 
wording, along with 8 bit internet landscapes.

http://google.com
http://www.taobao.com
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APP-nosis, 2013-2014!
Video Installation, Single Channel Video˻6’ 09“!
metal Meditation Pyramids, iPhone 5s models, grass, 
pillows, smart photo holders!

!
Live Hypnotist�
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APP-nosis is a non-functional app. It is a deconstruction of what an “app” is by getting 
rid of the functional part of an app icon— the logo, just the app itself has an ever-
changing background colour, almost a tedious screen saver feel, with a soundtrack of  
birds chirping, the sounds of the tide coming in along with stereotypical relaxing music. 
With appointment , viewers can experience hypnosis with a certified hypnotist in the 
background with the giant app image and relaxing sounds and reflections of the app’s 
projection on their faces. 
!
There are 3 metal Meditation Pyramids each having a clamping based adjustable 
iPhone holder at the pyramid’s top hold iPhone 5s models in gold color. Inside the 
pyramids are real blankets of grass with pillows that have images of official touch screen 
advertisements hands from apple. These images composed of apple touch screen 
hands and fake landscapes with intentionally crude chroma keying effects depict the 
touch screens replaced by artificial landscapes together with an iPhone 4 Steve Jobs 
advertisement from TaoBao.













ƞµʨʎ video screenshots



ƞµʨʎ video screenshots
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#mememe!
mixed media installation, 2014 
(touch screen device cases, iphone 4s, 5, 5s, iPad 
(1,2,3,4,5,) iPad mini (1,2), iphone lighter, apple logo & 
Louis Vuitton lighter, iphone models, iPad mini models, 
iPad models, mirrored  touch screen covers, solar 
powered display holders, presentation tripod holding 
prints, “magic selfie stick”, tripods, UV printed towels) 

!
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Those iPhone and iPad cases that are inside of the mirrored display box and on 
top of the Magical Selfie Stick are selfies that were collected online 
internationally. These images were originally taken using special apps that are 
specifically made for selfie photos, often including effects such as “extra 
whitening” and “Lomo camera” effects. These selfies were collected and then 
embellished by the artist furthering the app’s already enhanced photo-doctoring 
effects. The mirrored display box contains fake apple themed products, such as 
the apple logo shape mixed with Louis Vuitton patterns. !
!
Behind the mirror box are 2 presentation tripods that are holding 2 selfie prints; 
one human and one animal. In the foreground, the tripods are each flanked by 
the 2 Magic Selfie Sticks, with 2 selfie cases covering a fake iPhone model the 
end of it. On each Magic Selfie Stick there are towels with printed images of 
people who have taken selfies in front of the Mona Lisa.!
!
while viewing the smart device cases in the mirror box you can also see yourself 
from the mirror.!
. 
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Tech Abstractionism!
Digital Prints on Canvas 

2014 
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“Tech Abstractionism” is a series of “black 
minimalist style abstract digital paintings on 
canvas which was inspired by the screens of 
apple products such as iPod, iPad, iPhone, etc. 
and the way that they were presented in 
advertisement, complete with prefect reflections, 
and lens flares. Each painting is exactly 10 times 
bigger than the original products, therefore, they 
keep the same aspect ratio as the originals. 
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Digital Prints 
150 x 1000 cm 
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Hanging from the ceiling of the space, a long print, 
representing a long cell phone screen appears to pile 
up on the ground. It is borrowed from the Chinese social 
media application, WeChat. Typing memeda in WeChat 
reveals a hidden animated function of a blowing a kiss 
emoji face that rains down in clusters from the top to the 
bottom of the screen. The emoji depicted in the piece, 
memeda shows only the yellow head and the heart 
being blown as a kiss and poop emojis. Heart shaped 
balloons float at the top, but overtime will gradually fall 
to the ground, mimicking the way the animation drops 
emoji on the viewer˻in slow motion.
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gif installation,2013!
gif, reclining chairs, touchpad devices mounts, iPad, Tpad, 
Shanzhai ipad, welcome mat, sheets, crumpled paper, 
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The GIF Landscape situates two Chinese bamboo reclining chairs configured back to back. One chair is draped 
with a printed blanket with GIF frame images compiled into one larger image. The other blanket on the other 
chair has the Chinese internet meme, Zan, which means “to like” similar to the western social media, Facebook’s 
“like”. The Zan is surrounded by original emojis inspired by Chinese New Year door decorations, only these 
emoji themes wish for; “Eat Well”, “Get Rich”, “Have iPhone6+” and  “Immigrate to the USA”.  
!
Various sized touchpad devices are mounted to the chairs. The devices are mixed in a collection of various 
touch pads, including iPads and Chinese iPad style tablets, like “T-Pads”. The mounts are best sellers for 
touchpad devices on Taobao. The ground is littered with sheets of crumpled paper also with the character Zan 
on them, but only this time, Zan looks like garbage. In front if the Zan chair there is a welcome mat with “Soon to 
have Apple,” written on it, which references Chinese New Year posters with slogans such as, “Soon to be rich” 
written on them. 
!
Those gifs that are showing on the tablets is a series of high resolution stereo photographs, mixed with internet 
emoji, funny internet images, 8 bit landscapes and sample gifs of tabao products(www.taobao.com) . The nine 
gifs in this series all use an unsettling, jittery shake to make a "fake3D effect," which pears with diorama stereo 
photographs to create a semi real internet landscape in the gap of simulation and reality.
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# Tu Hao!

3D Chinglish internet memes, MM Nails APP, press-on nails!
2014
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3D Chinglish internet memes in collaboration with Metaverse Makeover nails wearable 
technology application. Using one’s smart phone, one can simply scan various QR 
Codes decorated as leopard printed press-on nails, resulting in 3D Chinglish internet 
memes that appear to pop out, which can be shared on social media. These Chinglish 
memes include #tu hao/#ǐɯ˻#you can you up,˸�Ì/˸Da Ma and so on.....
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